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Victoria Travelling Scholarship in 1918 where she subsequently 
travelled to Paris, exhibited at the Salon des Artistes Francais and 
studied at the Royal Academy of Arts, London. After resettling in 
Sydney, she became a founding member of the Contemporary 
Group and established her own Chelsea Art School, which 
continued for twenty years.

Along with her contemporaries Margaret Preston and Thea 
Proctor, Adelaide Perry was an advocate of the linocut technique. 
She was admired by many, including lifelong friends John 
Passmore and Lloyd Rees, for her distinctive style and technical 
skill as a draughtswoman. Her works displayed sensitivity to 
modernist ideals such as with simplified line, colour and form. She 
practised the en plein air technique and promoted the importance 
of drawing from life. Adelaide Perry was an influential art educator 
of her time having taught drawing, printmaking and painting 
including at Sydney Art School 1930-35 with Julian Ashton and 
Thea Proctor. Vera Blackburn, Eric Thake and Paul Haefliger were 
among some of her successful students. Her association with PLC 
began in 1930 when she started teaching art part-time on the 
recommendation of Roy de Maistre. She continued to do so for 
over 30 years until her retirement as Art Mistress in 1962.

Despite being overlooked by public galleries for most of her 
career, today, her works are held in most state collections, notably 
the Art Gallery of New South Wales, National Gallery of Australia, 
National Gallery of Victoria, National Library, Canberra and the 
Queensland Art Gallery.

The Adelaide Perry Gallery was opened in her honour in June, 
2001.

Mr Andrew Paxton 
Gallery Manager
Acting Curator, Adelaide Perry Gallery

25 February, 2022

Presbyterian Ladies’ College, Sydney is proud to present the 
Adelaide Perry Prize for Drawing 2022, generously supported 
by PLC Sydney’s Parents and Friends’ Association.

In establishing an annual national art award in 2006, PLC Sydney’s 
aim was to support and celebrate contemporary Australian art 
and artists, bring the art community into the Gallery, grow the 
PLC Sydney Collection and enrich the learning experiences for 
our students at the College. This award, the premier event on 
the Gallery calendar, allows our students to engage directly with 
works of contemporary art and with practising artists themselves. 
It is also a meeting place for these professional practitioners 
and our Visual Arts Teaching Staff, where enduring associations 
are made and often extended to other Visual Arts programs run 
at the College, including PLC’s annual Artist Residency and the 
extra-curricular course Art Masterclass.

This year, Adelaide Perry Gallery is honoured to welcome as  
Judge, Dr Andrew Frost, writer, critic, curator and documentary 
maker. Andrew‘s shortlist, which was announced in January, 
comprises 46 stunning works, each superbly executed and 
expertly resolved. PLC Sydney congratulates this Year’s winner 
Jody Graham, for her work Cinder Dance , and the three artists 
who received a commendation from our Judge: Margaret 
McKenna, Luanne Mitchelmore and Nadia Odlum.  PLC 
Sydney and Adelaide Perry Gallery gratefully acknowledge Dr 
Frost’s contribution in bringing forth an exhibition that is sure to 
engage, excite and inspire the students of PLC Sydney and no 
doubt the many other visitors from the broader community that 
come through the Gallery doors each year in March to see ‘The 
Perry’.

Adelaide Elizabeth Perry (1891-1973) was a Visual Arts teacher at 
PLC Sydney between 1930 -1962. Her artistic career began 
in 1914 at the National Gallery School where she studied under 
Bernard Hall and Frederick McCubbin. After exhibiting with the 
Victorian Artists Society, she was awarded the National Gallery of 
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Suzanne Archer
Cornucopia - Custodian Series

chalk, pastel and ink on paper
150 cm x 100 cm
$8,500.00

For over 30 years I have been living and working 
as an artist in the bushland environment of 
Wedderburn NSW. I have established a large 
collection of natural pieces of organic and found 
materials that I use as prompts to inform my 
works. In my drawings I often use a selection 
of these pieces as direct reference that loosely 
reflect my personal vision. My large oil paintings 
are often rugged, brutal, and gestural and 
reflect a brusque, urgent brush mark and 
splatter of paint. When drawing my process 
is slower, gentler, and considered. I observe, 
discover, and interpret what I am looking at, 
then the subject having been reinvented will 
become part of the drawing. Later these motifs 
will often reappear in the paintings.

Yvonne Boag
Levelling

33.5 cm concertina book, double sided, mixed 
media on paper
NFS

This concertina’d work is a compression of two 
years of time, words, thoughts and irritations. 
Line, colour and energy are extended on to paper 
in an act of defiance pushing away the repetition 
and boredom of not being able to get out in the 
world. Limitation drives invention Everything in 
my studio was utilised during the lockdown all the 
books and materials I had hoarded over the years 
now became my diversion and entertainment. I 
found myself in an Aladdin’s cave of art materials 
that I always knew I would use one day. So here 
is the result, a record in line and pigment of a 
difficult time universally experienced.
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Peter Burgess
EIC #28

ink on paper
Paper: 76 cm x 56 cm
$1,800.00

The work submitted represents drawing as haptic 
knowledge. From an RA surveillance photograph 
taken over a WWII German naval base, a complex 
line drawing is attempted as a way of decoding 
certain information from the image - a kind of 
analytic meditation on the potential meaning 
of an image sourced from the internet. Can I 
now speak German?....No. Do I now have insight 
into the nature of war?....No. Do I now have an 
understanding of the image?....Yes.

Michelle Cawthorn
Conjola

pigment print, ink and acrylic on paper
110 cm x 80 cm
$3,500.00

When I hear the distinctive ah-ah-aaaah of 
the Australian Raven it immediately triggers 
memories of family holidays spent at Lake 
Conjola on the South Coast of New South Wales. 
In my memory, its call is associated with the smell 
of the lake and the sound of casuarinas whistling 
in the early morning breeze. Nowadays my home 
and studio are situated on the edge of the Royal 
National Park and my day is punctuated by the 
chitter and trill of birdcall. Within my practice 
I engage with memory as an agent of creative 
stimulus which led me to consider the ways that 
birdsong can link memory with place, even when 
I’m unable to identify the bird with the call and 
vice versa. The resulting works pair digital renders 
of birds heads by The Sydney Bird Painter, with 
my own hatched drawings in pen and ink that 
imaginatively reflect a visual expression of my 
aural experience, both past and present.
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Louisa Chircop
And the Devil Cried

watercolour markers, pigment sticks, water 
soluble pencils, watercolour, gouache and 
photomontage on paper
150 cm x 100 cm
$7,500.00

Fragments. What do they tell us about our world? 
These fragments. My fragments, a constellation 
of tiny bits of magazine clippings and images 
from painting masters such as Ingres, da Vinci, 
Caravaggio, Botticelli, Vermeer and snippets of 
pornography, jigsaw puzzles, flora and fauna, 
are drawn together from our world into a gold 
pan spectacle exploring the boundary between 
Paradise and Hades. The work, an interplay of 
elements between drawing and painting, is me 
fossicking - an interrogation of self, a landscape 
of ambiguity and a wasteland of unknowns. 
Emotional states coalesce into a melting pot of 
shades of the human condition, a place where 
an artist can feel like a hybrid of parts and the 
process of creativity becomes a realisation.

Melvy Connell
Paw Study

pastel, gouache, ink, watercolour on paper
50 cm x 70 cm
NFS

The subject matter of most of my artworks are 
animals. I made Paw Study after drawing my 
dogs. I found their paws were the most fun part 
to draw so I made another work just of their 
paws.
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Pauline Dewar
Drawn to the Light

ink and pencil on paper
75 cm x 105 cm
$2,100.00

Drawing is an important and vital part of my 
life, I love to observe, think about drawing and 
compose drawings in my imagination. Far more 
imaginary drawings are finished than actual 
drawings. My subjects are mainly, but not 
entirely, from nature. I am interested in and 
delight in detail, pattern and symmetry....things 
are the same yet different, patterns repeat in 
nature and what we see is influenced by patterns 
from the past. My drawings are usually in pen 
and ink, I like the crisp defined images possible 
with this medium, when the drawing has colour, 
ink has a wonderful translucency. When the 
drawing is monochromatic I enjoy the play of 
black against white or vice versa to create depth 
and interest.

Photo credit: Ross Calia

James Drinkwater
Stable Hand 04

lead, charcoal, oil pastel and oil on paper
76 cm x 58 cm
$3,000.00

Drawing is learning how to see, a way in which to 
document a process and underpins everything I 
do. Drawing happens before, in the middle and 
after the event, it’s the great generator of ideas, 
the first gesture a child makes, its economy gives 
great freedom. When I draw I feel brave, I feel like 
I’m a part of something...something so very old 
that at once it is new again.
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Yvonne East
We all become memories

charcoal on canvas
51 cm x 76 cm
$3,000.00

This taxidermy mount of a rabbit has fascinated 
me over the last few years. It is a prop from the 
UNSW art store that I use to teach students 
observational drawing. On one hand I see the 
object representing unknowable perspectives of 
myself - elements that I can’t see - perhaps what 
happens to us after we are gone - we inevitably 
become our legacy and our legacy is how we 
are remembered by those who loved us. It is 
also symbolic of the changes we have faced - 
the constant challenges of defending drawing 
practice within a university system and while 
we have tried to make do with online lecturing, 
there is nothing comparable to the collective 
experience of working in the drawing studio and 
(in the case of the rabbit, ironically,) drawing ‘from 
life’.

David Eastwood
Mask

charcoal on paper
50 cm x 70 cm
$4,400.00

Mask is a charcoal drawing based on a 3-D scan 
of the artist’s face, transforming the human head 
into a disembodied still life prop. Reminiscent of a 
death mask, the work may be seen as a macabre 
self-portrait whose identity is somewhat unfixed 
or elusive. Not only does the image evoke the 
kinds of fragmented bodily artefacts traditionally 
found in artists’ studios, such as anatomical 
casts moulded from classical sculptures, but 
the mediation of the body via digital scanning 
produces a slickly artificial variation on flesh, 
calling to mind the uncanny posthuman avatars 
we are beginning to see via deepfake technology 
in the age of simulated identities.
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Robyn Evans
Ginan (radiating)

pastel on paper
106 cm x 78.5 cm
$2,200.00

Drawing is both a comfort and a captivating mystery. I 
meditate on the drawing and find myself observing its 
evolution. The separation between me and the drawing 
gradually increases as the drawing resolves and becomes 
its own entity. Once it reaches these final stages the 
drawing takes over and begins to suggest its own direction. 
This process of beginning, evolving and then separating, 
is entirely compelling. The ephemeral and tonal qualities 
of working within a monochromatic palette are rewarding. 
The effect is quietening, and allows for the development 
of a subtle variety of spaces and continuous mark-making 
opportunities. Ginan, the fifth star in the Crux constellation 
(Southern Cross), is the inspiration for my eponymous 
work, Ginan (radiating). This name was given to the star 
itself by the Wardaman First Nations People (Northern 
Territory) and is one of the most ancient names recorded 
by the Working Group on Star Names of the International 
Astronomers Union. This distant, but very bright star is 
about two billion years old and shines over three hundred 
times the luminosity of our Sun.

Photo Credit: Brenton McGeachie

David Fairbairn
Double Lives_D.F.and S.A. No.12

gouache and charcoal over drypoint etching on paper
60 cm x 76 cm
$3,800.00

With the advent of COVID-19 I was unable to work with 
my regular sitters. Fortunately for me my partner the 
artist Suzanne Archer offered to sit for me in regular two 
hour sessions. Initially I worked on individual portraits of 
Suzanne (Intimacy_S.A. No’s 1-12_2020) which then led to a 
new series of double portraits in which I included myself. It 
was an interesting challenge in that I had to construct the 
drawings and paintings of myself at a separate time mostly 
with the use of mirrors and photo documentation to locate 
the relationship between us. One of the advantages of 
working with someone you are living with is that you can 
ask them to assume more personal poses, which came 
about from mutual discussion and often much hilarity! The 
resulting series Double Lives reflects a long and sustained 
personal and artistic relationship extending back more 
than three decades.
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Rowan Fotheringham
And the dam filled …

charcoal on paper
22.5 cm x 30 cm
$2,400.00

Recording my observations is about engaging 
with materials and mark making. The play of light 
and positive and negative space are important 
considerations. Charcoal is a wonderful medium 
for pushing and pulling tonality by varying the 
pressure of the mark or using erasure to work 
and revise the drawing. We have witnessed 
climatic extremes of drought, bushfire and flood 
over the last few years since moving to the 
South Coast of NSW. Our leaky dam has been 
the beneficiary of the current La Nina weather 
pattern.

Laurie Franklin
The Unseen

pen and marker on mixed media
85 cm x 105 cm x 85 cm
$1,450.00

My drawing practice is regular and I enjoy 
sketching on unusual materials like satin and 
fabrics because of the result it produces. I sketch 
to find centrepoint or grounding in my day and 
to counteract getting caught up in my head and 
“life”. Sculptures, old trains, architecture, ducks, 
a boat and a beach scene are things I consider 
beautiful and worth spending time studying and 
sketching. It is easy to overlook the everyday 
beauty of our surroundings, sometimes it is 
almost like having an umbrella over your head 
and just ‘looking at your feet as you make your 
way through your day’. The Unseen are sketches 
from my daily life drawn on satin in markers and 
pen. The satin is stitched onto the underneath 
of an everyday common black umbrella, 
undistinguished and available everywhere. I 
envisage this umbrella suspended from above, so 
that viewing it underneath is a surprise.
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Todd Fuller
Proposal for Nowra

digital video: chalk and charcoal animation on 
paper

infinite loop

unique object: $1,200.00

A marriage proposal in chalk and charcoal. An 
infinite loop of creation and erasure for a boy 
from Nowra.

Anna Glynn
Landscape Theatre Wyangala

pencil and watercolour on paper
58 cm x 76 cm
$6,500.00

In November 2021, during a time of pandemic, 
massive floods and turbulent storms I escaped 
to take up an artist in residence position at 
The CORRIDOR project. Within the Wyangala 
landscape I spent time reflecting on the many 
tempestuous implications and relationships 
of humans to nature, land and history. In 
Landscape Theatre Wyangala, the modest cook’s 
corrugated iron dwelling becomes a ‘tardis’ like 
structure descended upon the terrain for an 
imminent theatrical event. A raven and sheep are 
performers waiting for their cue in this tableau, 
the Australian landscape a stage, a scene for 
reflection and for the possible reimagination of 
historical narratives.
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Jody Graham
Cinder Dance 

charcoal, tree sap, natural ochre from 2019/20 Black Summer 
Bushfires on paper
120 cm x 114 cm
NFS

While researching the Black Summer fires I was moved by stories 
from people who were affected. During this time, I connected with 
Den Barber who runs Yarrabin Cultural Connections. Den is an 
Aboriginal man, descendant of the Traditional Custodians from 
Mudgee of the Wiradjuri people in the Central Tablelands of NSW. 
What I discovered from Den helped me understand about cultural 
burning and how it is all about caring for the environment. I like 
the measured risk in cultural burning and the careful supervising 
of flames burning low, so they do not get out of control and burn 
the canopies of trees. When I made Cinder Dance, I invited nature 
to participate in the process by submerging the drawing in a dam, 
drawing with rocks underwater, using tree sap to colour the work 
and recycling burnt branches into mark-making instruments. I hit 
and swung large charcoal sticks at the paper, trying to land the 
mark in the right spot. Often, I got it right; but there was a managed 
risk, just as with cultural burning. My intention throughout the 
mark-making process was to create a drawing that echoes the 
meditative dance of flames during a cultural burn.

Lorna Grear
Drawings for Drawings

texta on paper board
100 cm x 140 cm
$15,000.00

My drawing practice is paramount to my visual art practice. I 
make many, many drawings as studies and ideas for other work. 
Inevitably the texta drawings become works in their own right. They 
are the final works. The discovery of texta pens has allowed me 
to work through structures and colour ideas in a different way to 
painting. I like drawing for its versatility, and directness - the flow of 
line and quick resolve. When drawing, I find myself thinking of many 
past and current influences being reworked into new drawings. In 
drawing, the realisation is instant. 
Lorna Grear is represented by Flinders Street Gallery, Sydney. 
Lorna has held numerous solo exhibitions including at the 
infamous Tailor Room Gallery, Sydney in 1998 – 2003, at Peloton 
Gallery in 2005, 2009 and 2011; at MOP Projects in 2013, AIRspace 
Projects Inc in 2017, 2018. Her drawings were displayed at the 
MCA Artbar in 2018. Other galleries where her work has been 
shown include, Imperial Slacks, Herringbone, SNO, Phatspace, Zitlip, 
Sheffer, UTS Gallery and Firstdraft. She is a graduate of Sydney 
College of the Arts, The National Art School, Sydney and Art & 
Design, UNSW. Lornagrear_studio Instagram.

WINNING ENTRY
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Ross Halfacree
DIVISION OF LABOUR 3 - IDENTITY

pencil, pen, ink and acrylic on paper
54 cm x 74 cm
$1,400.00

My work is sometimes influenced by my early 
training as a draughtsman and later as a civil 
engineer. For this work I allowed these markers 
to dominate its composition and format, adopting 
an overall geometry to explore and express 
IDENTITY We all have our individual biological 
IDENTITY encapsulated in our DNA. Within our 
DNA, cell structures align with the functions they 
undertake within our bodies in what is known as 
the “Division of Labour”. In a micro interpretation, 
my intention was to expose and simplify the 
beauty, harmony and respectful tangential 
relationships created as cells form and assign 
their IDENTITY roles. A balanced and delicate 
juxtaposition, seemingly complex until you take 
the time to focus on the distribution, allocation 
and flow.

Janette Hanrahan
From My Window 2021

pen and ink on tracing paper overlaid on black 
paper
40 cm x 110 cm
$2,000.00

This pen and ink drawing on tracing paper 
overlaid on black paper is part of an ongoing 
body of work which expresses my love and 
appreciation of the natural environment. During 
the past year of self isolation, due to COVID-19, 
I have been able to constantly observe the 
wonderful patterns and textures of the bark of 
the Eucalypt trees together with the everchanging 
forces of nature from my studio window. Drawing 
has been the basis of my art practice which 
includes printmaking, painting and artists books.
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Frances Hansen
Displacement

acrylic and coloured pencil on facsimile prints
80 cm x 140 cm
$2,500.00

I like the way drawing tends to break down barriers 
between disciplines. This promotes situations where 
you can dip in and out of media and processes, 
utilising anything that comes to hand or whatever 
presents itself that is most apt or useful to your 
particular idea or area of investigation. Working with 
found materials I play around with scale, layering, 
colour shifts and mark marking. Drawing gives me the 
opportunity to experiment, take risks and explore new 
territory. Drawings can emerge from juxtapositions 
of ideas and images; enabling contexts to become 
layered with multiple meanings and readings very 
quickly. I enjoy the immediacy this process affords. 
A collection of images overlaid on my studio wall, 
a photograph of the clutter on my desk, or off cuts 
in the paper waste bin all become rich fodder for 
generating ideas and drawing results. Displacement 
has been percolating in my plan drawers for a long 
time. These facsimile prints were gifted to me by a 
friend. She told me that I would be more likely to ‘do 
something with them’ rather than her, inadvertently 
summing up my drawing practice: Doing Something 
With Some Things.

Nathalie Hartog-Gautier
Looking for paradise

animation
duration: 3 minutes
NFS

My drawing practice is about my different encounters 
with the landscape. I always carry some sort of 
sketchbooks, large or small. During Lockdown they 
became my companion on my daily walk in the bush 
where I live. My environment has been affected by fire 
and storm. Most importantly it is also affecting human 
life over the world creating desperate situations. 
Drawing as a form of writing and writing as a form 
of drawing express my anger and frustration at the 
dismal situation we find ourselves in.
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Mark Hetherington
A group of horrible, Nasty People

ink on paper
29 cm x 42 cm
$650.00

We still like drawings of heads. Always have!

Evie Homewood
Weather from here, 13/5/21 1404 RELIVED STUDIO FE03

mixed media on paper
79 cm x 120 cm
$2,900.00

Evie Homewood’s career began as a news graphic 
designer in the 1990s, working her way through the 
mastheads of Fairfax newspapers and leading her to 
a senior design job at Time Magazine, London. For the 
past decade, after a sea change, Homewood has come 
to identify herself as a mariner, working the boats of Port 
Stephens, NSW. Homewood observes the world above 
and around the marine environment and interprets its 
raw and sometimes brutal beauty with quiet reverence. 
Her artistic strength comes from a place deep within, a 
life lived and one immersed with her passion - the ocean. 
Mapping the experience of the marine landscape, its 
magnitude, changeability and fragility, her work started 
as responsive drawings tracking time, tide, wind, swell 
and place. This body of work, Weather from here, began 
in Homewood’s beach studio during lockdown. A relived 
plein-air sketch from Box Beach is embossed by the 
gridlines of an old newspaper stand with an orange lifeline 
from ocean to land. It looks at form through time, place 
and media. Weather from here represents the moment 
when you resurface, breathe in and trust the aqueous 
force around you.
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Lewis Ihnatko
Leeky

ballpoint pen on paper
29.7 cm x 21 cm
$300.00

I did this drawing in ball point pen using a reference 
submitted to the online artist community Canyo. I wanted to 
make a dynamic drawing while capturing the serenity of the 
subject.

Locust Jones
Raging Out of Control

animation
duration: 3 minutes
$5,000.00

Raging Out of Control is an animation made up of many 
drawings that I have made throughout the last months. 
Topics and headlines from Omicron to Wetbulbs, the 
drawings are stitched together in Premier pro to make the 
animation and the sound that accompanies the animation 
was recorded with my band the Hot Spots. 
My practice is about the World of News... streaming 
into my head like a Tsunami. I wait in my studio for the 
outside world’s Mass Media Maelstrom to filter through 
the airwaves, its unsettling vibe sets off a cataclysm that 
punctuates nerve endings causing a reaction, this reaction 
is drawing. The drawings are mostly long scroll-like timelines 
of events (up to 100 metres long). The method employed 
to create the works uses bamboo applying ink rapidly onto 
scrolls of cotton rag paper. I have my studio set up like a 
News Room and I interpret what I see and hear directly into 
drawings.
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Chantelle Lacroix
Internal Isolation

mixed media on paper
30 cm x 42 cm
$850.00

After living through domestic violence, it was impossible to 
find the words to adequately describe the horrific torture 
that I had endured beyond those closed doors. Deep, 
dark feelings of isolation tore painfully through my soul. In 
order to heal, I had to find a new language to release the 
monologue trapped inside. On my journey of recovery, I met 
a beautiful, calm, kind and gentle artist and she became my 
teacher. With each of my weekly sessions with her, the tight 
black knot inside me began to unravel, like in the image of 
this bird. I learned to communicate via art and thus find 
my path to not only heal, but to create. My art practice is 
not about outcome but a meditative process. In this piece, 
through the use of repetitive patterns as well as light and 
shade, I endeavour to represent my own, winding road 
to recovery. I chose a bird as a symbol of the flight fight 
response that I came to understand all too well, but also as 
a symbol of hope. As my internal isolation dissolves, my own 
wings grow stronger and eventually, I will fly freely.

Penny Mason
Dump

ink and watercolour on paper
70 cm x 100 cm
$2,800.00

Dump is comprised of randomly placed fragmented images 
of observations and memories drawn from many walking 
sites. My work references decorative traditions that draw 
on the natural environment. Motifs include tektites, shell 
and plant fragments, worm casts, horizon lines, geological 
features, fossilised material and pebbles. There is no 
particular order to my composition except insofar as they 
recall the constant rearrangement of debris by the action 
of waves on a gently sloping beach, or similar haphazard 
processes. I use this format to emphasise the role of 
chance in systems in which usually interrelated components 
are separated by time, geography or categorisation.
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Dennis McCart
Symbiosis

pencil and charcoal on paper
97 cm x 97 cm
$3,100.00

My drawing was partially conceived using a machine 
learning framework termed a generative adversarial 
network (GAN). This involves two neural networks 
contesting against the other to generate new, synthetic 
instances of images using my image datasets. These 
datasets consist of landscapes chosen from photos, 
paintings and drawings from peri urban landscapes 
within my area that my practice is engaged with. I 
describe working with machine learning algorithms as 
an inspiration, a muse able to influence and direct my 
artistic practice. But importantly I am the director, the 
initiator of the process. My task in this drawing was 
to interpret and render an image the fleshing out of 
the machine’s data was fraught with difficulty. How to 
establish a point of view? How to render an alien world 
filled with familiar features. The process demanded 
that I draw lines and shapes that battled with my bias 
towards drawing. Eventually, I began to understand 
the neural network’s logic to accept and embrace it 
as it allowed me to open myself to new mark making 
processes.

Margaret McKenna
Puss

ink and pastel on cardboard
40 cm x 50 cm
$500.00

I use drawing as a way to understand form. I like to use 
whatever is at hand though I am particularly fond of 
cardboard boxes.
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Noel McKenna
Dachshund on Steps

ink on paper
22 cm x 22 cm
$2,000.00

Drawing is an important part of my practice. I 
draw regularly creating drawings that stand alone, 
not necessarily related to paintings. I just enjoy 
drawing.

Luanne Mitchelmore
Centennial Park Islands

charcoal pencil on paper
63 cm x 86.5 cm unframed
NFS

The subject of the drawings are the many small 
islands found within Centennial Park. Each 
island possesses its own distinct collection of 
trees and grasses creating different shapes 
and textures and making each one unique. 
Always in the distance and beyond reach the 
islands seem remote and their deep shadows 
mysterious. I was drawn to the outlines and 
broken edges of the islands, and the reflections 
in the water which were integral to the sense of 
completeness of each island. I wanted to capture 
the independence of each island, whilst creating 
a sense of rhythm and unity within the series of 
drawings.
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Olivia Moroney
Found Shelter

watercolour and charcoal on paper
120 cm x 80 cm
$3,000.00

As I spend more time in the Midlands of Tasmania and 
the surrounding landscapes, I am struck by the need 
for shelter for both man and livestock, as our climate 
becomes harsher. Shelter usually comes in the form 
of large groupings of trees, but as farming practices 
shift and demands on the land increase, we find these 
motifs in the landscape are often taken away with a 
modern vision of how things could be done. Found 
Shelter examines my connection to these locations 
as I endeavour to record them before they are lost. 
As a printmaker, accustomed to the repetition of the 
etching plate, making drawings, such as this, allows me 
to record my first impressions of the landscape around 
me. Through more immediate mark making, I aim 
to record the elements of the landscape which have 
increased pressure put upon them.

Nadia Odlum
Topple

pencil, acrylic paint and vinyl on aluminium composite 
panel
33 cm x 50 cm
$1,400.00

My practice stems from an unending fascination with 
urban environments. The materials, symbols, structures 
and rules are all evidence of continuing human 
attempts to cohabitate and cooperate. In particular, 
direction systems and wayfinding devices are like an 
ever-evolving visual score, choreographing movement 
and shaping interactions. Drawing provides me with 
a way of processing the overwhelming complexity of 
city environments. Sometimes the drawings emerge as 
maps. At other times I use frottage to directly capture 
textures and symbols. In this work I have collaged 
common urban materials, found in the offcuts bin of a 
sign maker. A pattern once intended for a road sign is 
refigured into a new visual system. A jumble of shapes 
and forms, pulling this way and that.
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Catherine O’Donnell
Somerset window

charcoal on paper
85.5 cm x 53 cm
NFS

My practice is anchored in the suburbs, depicting 
the urban aesthetic which shape and inform 
our everyday lives. In this drawing, I look closer 
at suburbia focusing on an ordinary window 
cropped to the point where only the window 
dressings are on view. I aim to extract the sense 
of humanity that emanates from lived-in spaces, 
by reinterpreting and reinvigorating inhabited 
environments, accentuating attributes of life and 
longevity, beyond physicality. This drawn curtain 
signifies human existence and is the opening 
between reality and illusion, becoming the space 
for the imagination and an invitation to view the 
mundane with fresh eyes.

Emma Pattenden
Mount William

ink on paper
52 cm x 100 cm
$1,800.00

This artwork continues my exploration of 
how a place impacts me when I am within the 
landscape. It comes from returning to the 
Australian bush after yet another lockdown, 
impacted by such a small radius of landscape 
to then hike to Mount Wilson in the Grampians 
Victoria. Suddenly confronted with the endless 
waves of rock forms and bushland between 
waiting for me to enter and explore. Its a 
powerful place and this artwork attempts to 
use the fine details to express how impressive 
this form is, creating movements and forms 
that cause your eye to explore, much like the 
experience I felt when viewing and experiencing 
such an impacting moment in the landscape.
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Lindy Sale
At the Edge

ink and gouache on card
69 cm x 182 cm
$2,200.00

Nature is “ ... a presence that seems intimate yet 
other, within and everywhere, immediate and 
endless. You feel it.’’ (Janine Burke 2021 My Forests 
p.114)

One year ago I moved to live on the Sunshine 
Coast hinterland where I am surrounded by 
forest. This rich, leafy landscape is dense and 
complex, endlessly varied and lush. It sometimes 
seems quiet, but if you listen it pulses and 
breathes, sighs, cracks, rustles, chirrups and 
screeches. This drawing was completed en plein 
air. I placed my prepared card flat on the ground 
in a clearing and using a long extension on my 
brush, drew what I could see, hear and feel in 
front of and around me.

Peter Sharp
Leaves, Rocks and One Shell

charcoal and spray paint on paper
140 cm x 150 cm
$3,200.00

Everything I make starts with drawings made in 
the landscape and then the forms are filtered 
through various media to disrupt and force a 
visual transformation and this in turn creates 
questions about how we see nature. I’m trying to 
present a familiar subject ‘land and place’ in an 
unfamiliar way so the viewer can get a different 
point of view.
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Jeannette Siebols
Tabula Rasa iv

chalk, ink and wash on paper
105 cm x 75 cm
$3,500.00

Can any one people claim the Word, the Truth, the 
Ideal, the Message, or the Way by which to live? Or that 
the Tabula on which the laws are inscribed “were indeed 
to become Tabula Rasa, when we shall leave no impression 
of any former principles, but be driven to begin the 
world again”. (Sir Thomas Bodley in Cabbala, 1654) My 
encounter with drawing takes the rhythm of symbols, 
scripts, glyphs and calligraphic forms to give new 
impetus to drawing and layer them in complex ways.

Jack Stahel
Some strange tools of the great beyond

ink on paper
57 cm x 76 cm
$5,000.00

The brain. It exists as nature, we understand it as 
machine, and we experience it as human. This work is 
an introspective examination of the drawing process, 
and of our brain’s experience of itself through the 
process of novel creation. The act of drawing always 
finds itself somewhere between human-made tools 
and actions, and the organic processes of a natural 
organ. Tools, objects and actions, are unavoidably 
integrated into our cognitive processes. They impact 
on how those organic processes unfold, as well as how 
those processes understand themselves. Of course a 
drawing as an object can have a meaning, but drawing 
as a process is a form of understanding. It is one of the 
oldest cultural techniques of humankind, and remains 
a fundamental instrument in any form of artistic or 
scientific praxis. It can mediate between perception 
and reflection, and when a pencil touches a blank 
page, we float in the spaces between recognising and 
naming. The content of our thoughts and the processes 
that form them, are in fact one and the same thing. If 
the brain was interstellar travel, it would be both the 
spaceship and the destination, the tools you used there 
and anything they uncovered.
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Hiromi Tango
Peony Dream

digital animation with 24K gilt-framed monitor
overall dimensions 91 cm x 146 cm including 6cm gilt edging
duration: 10 minutes
$25,000.00

The digital animation was created through drawing peony flowers 
that were photographed on my grandmother’s kimono. Each petal 
was hand-drawn, and layered to recreate the states of blossoming 
and falling. I grew up in a strict Buddhist household, with traditions 
that were passed down through my grandmothers and mother. The 
way that we worked, created, and took time to observe the world 
around us was grounded in principles of slowing down, considering 
the essence of things, and purposeful actions. The Peony appears 
frequently in Buddhist imagery, representing gentleness and 
compassion. Their beauty is abundant yet fragile, as the delicate 
petals soon drift to earth with meditative grace. Gold framing signifies 
purity, light and freedom. As I developed this work, thoughts of my 
grandmothers who have passed away were foremost in my mind. 
Meditating on the peony blossoming and the petals gently falling 
to earth, I reflected on how the eternal cycles of life, death, rebirth 
and regeneration connect us all. This animation captures the gentle 
energy of my grandmothers’ spirit, gazing on nature’s beauty.

Supreme compassion
Benevolently gazing
Upon humanity

Patience, acceptance
Without beginning or end

Kate Vassallo
Drifter

coloured pencil on paper
76 cm x 56 cm
$950.00 (unframed)

I design materially driven systems as a methodology to produce 
artworks, combining rules, repetitious labour and serendipitous 
material textures. Equal parts chance and conscious decision-
making in the studio, I hope to visualise a tension between 
system-based perfection and the looseness inherent in 
handmade objects. Rules dictate the composition, colours and 
density of my drawings. This coloured pencil drawing started as 
a random scattering of points on a sheet. These points formed 
a base structure that was then segmented and filled in with 
thousands of fine, straight, ruled lines. One focus of this drawing 
was to consider colour and optical perception. The whole 
drawing was made using the same set of coloured pencils. Each 
segment or vanishing point within the composition uses these 
pencils in different sequences, changing the way the individual 
colours appear, as well as the overall vibrancy of each segment. 
My art practice feels interlinked with time, the repetitious nature 
of my mark-making becoming an abstract visual record of time 
and labour. While making, I think about the ambiguous nostalgic 
associations that my artworks can connect with.
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Craig Waddell
Covid Alert 1

mixed media on paper
76 cm x 112 cm
$8,500.00

Covid Alert is the title of a new figurative body of work 
that responds to the period of isolation we have all 
gone through in the stages of COVID-19. Throughout 
the second period of isolation I was forced to live in 
my van parked inside my studio for a period of time. I 
started making a series of drawings in the evening time 
that directly related to the emotional impact isolation 
was having, combined with the inability to get physical 
space from my studio. I would often wake to see images 
of arms, legs, eyes, hands and feet that would float 
across the page, it was exciting and uncomfortable. 
I feel in this period I’m searching for less of a 
representation of oneself but more an emotional 
response that delves deeper into the psychological 
impact that the forced isolation was having. Drawing 
is central to my practice, I draw every day researching 
new ideas, experimenting with a range of conventional 
and non-conventional art materials. Drawing is like a 
beautiful friend that is always there and fills me with joy 
and intrigue.

Paul White
Erosion formation

pencil on paper
61 cm x 82 cm x 4 cm
$4,950.00

Erosion formation is a pencil on paper drawing that 
depicts a landscape that I photographed at Mono Lake 
in California. This desert lake formed approximately 
760,000 years ago has no outlet causing high levels 
of salt to accumulate; interestingly the water level of 
such closed lakes is strongly dependent on changes in 
climate. This particular lake was further impacted in the 
1940s when much of its water was diverted to service 
Los Angeles over 500 km away. Nearby Owens lake was 
similarly diverted in the early 1900s which created to 
this day the single largest contributors to dust pollution 
in the United States. The depicted limestone towers 
or ‘tufa’ once underwater become exposed with the 
receding waters, and along with the entire lake a haven 
to the many migratory birds who feed on the unusually 
productive ecosystem of shrimp and alkali flies. Thus 
the landscape becomes a marker of time, a reflection of 
human effect on the environment and a symbol of the 
delicate balance and resilience of the planet.
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Joel Wolter
Underdog

charcoal on paper
28 cm x 38 cm
NFS

Fundamentally I am a drawer that also extends 
my drawing practice across printmaking and 
painting. I believe drawing is the foundation 
to everything within the visual arts and it is 
intrinsically linked to our origins, development 
and our ability to communicate. Underdog 
depicts my young dog with his head buried in a 
pillow case as he so frequently likes to do with 
numerous forms of drapery. I believe this drawing 
represents our experiences over the last couple 
of years.

Belinda Yee
How long is now

graphite powder
60 cm x 140 cm
NFS

Belinda Yee is a Sydney-based artist working 
primarily in drawing, installation and video. She 
is currently completing a Master of Fine Art in 
drawing at the National Art School, where her 
research investigates the potential of drawing 
to reframe experiences of time. Yee treats time 
as a material component of her work and looks 
for poetry in the way materials and situations 
perform their inherent temporality. Yee has 
exhibited in artist-run initiatives, and commercial 
galleries in Australia and overseas, and has 
been a finalist in several art prizes, including the 
Hazelhurst Art on Paper Award and the M16 
Drawing Prize. Yee is currently a board member 
of Articulate Project Space, an established artist-
run initiative in Sydney which emphasises the 
speculative nature of artistic research.
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